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Introduction
If you have been creating games for a considerable period of time as a hobby, or if you are a student
in a game development program, or if you are a starting (semi-) professional game developer, there
is a big chance that you dream of creating your own successful games for the iOS platform (iPhone,
iPad, iPod Touch) or Android platform. This article will not give you the recipe for success. However,
in the first part we will give you a number of hints and ideas that will hopefully help you achieve this
goal.
This article assumes you are going to use the GameMaker tool for creating your game and that you
plan to have your game published on those devices through YoYo Games. The advantage of using
GameMaker is that your game can easily be ported to many different platforms. Also, because the
GameMaker runner has been carefully ported to iOS and Android, your game will most likely not
experience any technical problems and will easily pass the checks by Apple. The second part of the
articles explains how you should use GameMaker to make sure your games can easily be ported to
iOS and Android.
In the third part of this article we will give you further information on how to get your games
published and what to do to make it a success. By publishing through YoYo Games you will benefit
from our extensive experience and network which is crucial in getting your game noticed.
Document History
2011-05-18 First version.
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Designing Successful Games
The Key to Success
The key to success is that you must create a game that people like to play. They must like the icon
and the name such that they will look at the actual game description. They must like the description
and the screen shots such that they will buy the game. They must like the first five minutes of play
such that they won’t throw it away and give it a bad rating. And they must still like it after two hours
of play such that they will tell their friends about it, tweet about it, give it good reviews, etc.
Also your game must stand out among the competition. Realize that about 50 new games appear on
the App Store every day. If people do not notice your game you will sell hardy any copies. You must
use all the means you have to make your game visible and known and you need all the help you can
get for this.
This all probably sounds obvious, but the question is how to achieve it.

Getting Started
Check out the competition
If you want to create a successful game on iOS and Android you better start by checking out the
competition. So make sure you have an iPhone or iPod Touch (preferably the newest generation), or,
if those are too expensive for you, a good Android device. Get iTunes on your PC and check out the
top 100 of most popular free and paid games. Buy/download a considerable number of them, and
play them a lot. It will give you extensive insight in what types of games are popular on those devices.
Try to figure out why games like Angry Birds or Cut the Rope are so successful. We will talk more
about that later. Also check out what graphics styles the popular games use, how their description
pages and screenshots look. One thing many of these games have in common is that they present
themselves rather well. Also, these games tend to offer a lot of play value for the money they ask
(that is, you can play them for many, many hours). Many of them also provide regular updates with
more levels to make sure people keep playing them.

Angry Birds is the most popular iPhone game. But why?
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Finally, best visit some of the sites that review mobile games, such as http://www.appolicious.com,
http://www.pocketgamer.co.uk, http://www.appspy.com, or http://www.148apps.com. Read some
of the reviews of the games you played and see what the reviewers liked and what they did not like.
You need to create a game that reviewers will be positive about. You might also want to read some
of the comments the players added in the App Store. Because those players are the people that
should buy your game as well.
Create a team
A good game requires a good design, good art, good programming, and good sound effects and
music. There are very few people around that can do all these things. Even if you think you can, think
again. There is a big chance that there are other people around that are better in one or more of
these aspects. So if you work together with them your game will be better. And you must create the
best game you can to be successful. Finding good teammates is not easy. If you are in an
environment where there are a lot of game developers or students you can ask around. Otherwise
you can indicate your interest on certain forums. GameMaker developers can typically be found on
the GMC forum (http://gmc.yoyogames.com). Game artists can e.g. be found on: http://gameart.deviantart.com/, http://www.game-artist.net/, or http://opengameart.org/. If you are going to
work with YoYo Games to publish your game we can also try to get you in contact with other team
members.
Think commercially
Even though you might not be in there for the money, you should still think commercially if you want
your game to be a success. Add those elements to your games that will appeal to many players.
Choose a graphics style that pleases a large demographic. Keep the game simple enough such that
many people are able to play it. And think about how you can create a game with enough play time
within a reasonable amount of development time. Also, be willing to spend considerable time in
polishing your game and setting up the marketing for it. For example, creating a good icon for the
game is worth every hour you spend on it.

What Kind of Game?
Now that you know what your competition looks like, you have created a team, and you put yourself
in a commercial mindset, it is time to determine the kind of game you want to create.
Demographics
The first question you should ask yourself is for what audience you are going to create your game. To
this end you better know which people play what games on the devices you are developing for. Now
iPhone, iPad, and iPod Touch together cover a large range of demographics ranging from kids (iPod
Touch) to senior citizens (iPad). But they play different games. There are lots of books on game
design that cover the types of games different demographics play, so I am not going to discuss that
here. Main thing to realize though is that to make a successful game you have to pick a large enough
demographic and chances are that this is not the demographic you belong to. So do not focus too
much on the games you like to play yourself.
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Me too, but better
How important is originality? To create a successful game the answer is: not very. So there is nothing
wrong by taking a successful existing game as a basis of your own design. But don’t become a

copycat. If you take an existing design, set yourself to the task of considerably improving on it, and
add your own creativity to it. First analyze what the basic features are that make the game a success.
Then take those features as a basis of your own game, but change the visuals, setting, storyline, and
level design, and add additional new features.
For example, take Angy Birds. The basic game play is that you shoot various types of birds with a
catapult towards buildings of the enemy to crash the buildings and squeeze the enemies. The
essential elements are the catapult mechanism and the physics of the collapsing building, which
make it a challenge to aim to the correct locations and make each try different from the previous
one. You could use the same basics but change the setting (e.g. medieval war), add different types of
projectiles to shoot, have multiple catapults, have an enemy shooting back, etc. You get the idea.
Of course, if you have a great original idea, go for it. But better first create a prototype and let a
number of people play it. Your great idea might in reality be less fun than you thought. Listen very
carefully to your early testers and be willing to ditch the idea when they are not positive. (Giving up
on your own ideas is very difficult, but essential to become successful.)

Game Design Tips
Brief playing times
People play games differently on a mobile device than on a console or PC. Most people play games
in brief bursts that can be as short as 2-5 minutes and are rarely longer than 30 minutes. There can
be a long time between play sessions so people will be unable to remember what happened in the
previous session.
You have to design your game for this. Let your game consist of short challenges that take at most 2
minutes. After each challenge there should be a natural point to interrupt playing the game
(although it is of course important to stimulate the player to continue). Save the state at such a
moment. (Even though games on iOS are normally paused when you stop them and continue when
you start them again, there is no guarantee that this will happen. So your game must regularly save
its state.) Make sure that if a player picks up your game again after one or two weeks it is still clear
what to do. So games should not be very complex and the learning curve must not be steep.
There are normally two different ways to achieve this. The first is to have short adrenaline rushes.
The game is brief because it is difficult and requires all your attention. And normally within a minute
or so you fail and you will have to start again. Such games are pretty popular but people might play
them only for a limited period of time. And realize that women normally do not like this type of
games. The second way is to break your game into many different levels. Some iPhone games have
hundreds of levels. Each level is brief (1-2 minutes) but in total the game will still provide hours of
playing time. Also, by carefully designing your game, you can make players want to replay the levels
(for example, for a better score or to collect all stars), leading to even more playing time.
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Learning curve
Games should start easy and slowly increase in difficulty. This is called the learning curve. Because
people play games on mobile devices irregularly, the learning curve should be rather shallow.
However, there are also players that play a game for a long time and for them a shallow learning
curve can become boring. And there is a wide variety of players. This makes it difficult to create a

game that is challenging for everybody and keeps them in the flow. Don’t resort to an option to set
the difficulty of the game. Most players will probably not even see it and it is normally not the right
solution. Instead, make your levels short and entertaining, even when they are easy (by using nice
graphics and animations, surprising game elements, etc.). In that way, also the good players will
continue to play the game until they reach the levels that are challenging for them.
Tutorials
People do not read manuals and on mobile devices there are not even manuals. Even if you add a
How-To-Play text in your game, players most likely won’t read it. They want to jump into the game
and expect the game to explain itself while playing. (Women though are slightly different here than
men. They normally prefer to practice playing the game in a safe environment before stepping in the
real game.)
So the first few levels of your game should give a sort of tutorial into how to play the game. Using
brief hint texts and icons you can indicate the goal of the game and how to control it. Make the first
levels extremely easy and remove items that are not strictly necessary to make it obvious for the
player what she should do. Then in further levels introduce additional game and interface elements,
again explaining what they are meant for. Check out some of the popular game and see how they
introduce the player to the game. If you have the resources you can also explain the goals and
controls using some carefully designed still images or video, but make sure the player will always see
these when starting playing.
Preferably, don’t create a separate tutorial part in your game in which you explain everything. Most
people want to immediately play the game. Also, they will not remember all the different features.
So you should only explain features when the player actually needs them.
Careful design of the learning aspects of your game is essential to its success. If people do not
understand your game immediately, they will switch to another game. They have lots of other
choices.
Collecting stuff
People love to collect things. And in particular in the type of casual games that are played on the
iPhone and Android, collecting can be a powerful extra in a game, which will considerably increase
playing time. Collecting does not have to be the main goal of the game. But it is often relatively easy
to add some collecting mechanism in your game. Many games use this. For example, in Angry Birds
you can collect some hidden golden eggs.
There are many things players can collect. For example, in your levels from time to time some special
item or animal appears in a somewhat difficult location or only during a brief period of time. It
provides a bit of an additional challenge to get the item. Or you reward the players with collectables
when they achieve a high score or reach some achievement.
Collectables should of course be visible in the game, so you probably need a separate screen for this.
Make it clear which items have been collected but also which (and how many) items are still missing.
Also make sure that the goal is reachable, or at least feels like being reachable. In a game like Pocket
Frogs that is all about collecting lots of different frogs, in total there are more than 15,000 different
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frogs that you can find. Because it takes minutes per frog, it is soon very clear to the player that they
will never even get close to this number. And that will discourage them to try.
Initially you might want to stimulate the player to start collecting items, e.g. by giving extra score for
new items found or by making some achievements related to the collection of items. But soon the
item collection will become a game in its own.
Enough content
A game we recently published got great reviews but then people complained that you could finish
the game in two hours. This may sound ridiculous. They pay only $1 and then complain about “only”
2 hours of play time. But this is the reality. People nowadays expect hours of play for their one dollar.
So you better design for this. Create lots of levels in your game and design for replayability. For
example, design your game and levels in such a way that on a first pass the players will just play the
levels to complete them, but after that they have to go back to the levels to try and collect all stars
or get the highest possible score. Reward the players by leader boards and achievements if they
continue playing. Also, if possible, add an infinite play mode (survive as long as you can), or a mode
in which you can play against somebody else on the same device.
Also, design for extensions. It is normal that games bring out regular updates. On one hand, these
are used to correct bugs. But they can also be used to add additional content to your game.
Successful games like Angry Birds and Cut the Rope update their games with new levels every one or
two months (for free). This keeps their players happy and playing the game and, hence, telling their
friends to buy the game as well. So do not use all the great features you thought up in the first
release. Keep some to introduce in your updates.
Multiplayer
Multiplayer modes in games are good because when people play games with others, your game gets
more known. Unfortunately, at the moment GameMaker does not support multiplayer on different
devices. But that should not stop you from adding multiplayer. You can often also add a multiplayer
mode on the same device. For turn-based games this is easy. The players can alternate making their
moves. For other games you can use controls at the top and the bottom of the screen such that
people can play against each other (this is in particular effective on the iPad). Also you might be able
to think of a game mechanics that requires so many fingers on the screen that two players should
collaborate.
Adding multiplayer on a single device is a good add-on to your game, but don't make the whole
game depend on it. Most people play games on these devices alone. It will though help sell the game
because now people can play the game with friends that do not have it themselves, stimulating
them to buy it as well.

Controls
The iPhone and Android do not have buttons. And the screen is relatively small. So you must define
your controls carefully. The main way in which the player controls games is by clicking at locations
on the screen. Realize however, that due to the size of the screen and the fact that you press with a
large finger, clicking is not very precise. The best you can do is probably a grid of 8x12 cells. So you
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can distinguish between about 8 positions horizontal and 12 vertical. But only when the player has a
reasonable amount of time to click. If he has to click hurriedly, you have an even smaller precision.
If you put buttons on the screen, make them large, such that the player will not miss them. Realize
that when clicking, the button is normally covered by the finger. So the user cannot see the button.
Visual effects or cycling options are not going to work. Best react on the mouse press event, not the
release event. Because buttons cover a lot of screen space, it might be good to make them partially
transparent such that the player can see the game world behind them.
Having only a small number of buttons or other controls, is normally a good idea because a simple
interface will make it easier to play the game. And as most players play your games only casually
better keep it simple.
When using the mouse events in GameMaker, there is a problem though. There is only one mouse
so you cannot react to multiple simultaneous button presses. Fortunately, in the iOS and Android
version of GameMaker we implemented the notion of virtual keys. A virtual key consists of a region
on the screen and a corresponding key. When the player presses the region, the game will receive
keyboard events for the corresponding key. Multiple presses do work in this case. This is normally
the best way to deal with buttons. Draw a button image and place a virtual key area on top of it
(preferably a bit larger than the button). See the next part for details.
One particular type of control that is often used on iOS is the swipe. Here the user touches the
screen somewhere and then moves her finger in a particular direction before releasing it. This is e.g.
used to scroll through options or to indicate a direction of motion. It is easy to implement swipes
yourself using mouse press, down, and release events.
GameMaker for iOS also supports tilt. You can ask for the amount of tilt around the three axes.
People love games using tilt, although often they are actually harder to play than using buttons to
press. So you might want to allow both when your game can work with tilt. Be careful though. Tilt
can be frustrating when precise control is required (unless the precise control is actually the
challenge of the game.)
Thinking about your controls carefully is crucial for creating a fun game. People should play with the
controls, not against the controls. So carefully consider whether your game requires all the controls
you planned to put in it. Does your platform game for example require a jump button or can you let
the character jump automatically when relevant? Do you need separate buttons for shooting and
moving or can you determine what the user wants by looking at the location he clicks on the screen?
Ask yourself such questions.

Social Features
Social features are an important part of games nowadays. People want to let their friends know
what games they play and how good they are at them, and they want to play with or against other
players. At the moment GameMaker for iOS does support Game Center leader boards and
achievements, but we plan to extend the possibilities the coming period (we are for example
integrating OpenFeint support in the iOS runner).
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World-wide leader boards are an important way to show how good a player you are. Game Center
makes this very easy to integrate in your game. You can define multiple leader boards and submit
scores for those boards. Within Game Center the player can then see how he ranks overall in the
world but for example also how he ranks among his friends. And he can tell about his game to
friends, in this way hopefully encouraging others to buy your game as well.
Defining good leader boards though is harder than it might seem. First of all, you need to create
some kind of scoring mechanism for your game. For some games this is very natural (e.g. the time it
takes you to finish a track in a race game, or the number of blocks you survive in Tetris). But for
other games, like adventure games, a score is less logical. Also the score must be fair, that is, when
people do well they should get a high score and when they do poorly they should get a low score. It
is surprising to see how many games fail in this respect.
When a game consists of many levels, you have to decide how (and whether) you are going to
aggregate the score over all the levels to get one (or a few) overall leader boards. You could for
example add up all the scores for the various levels. But in this case the score reflects more whether
you did finish all the levels than how good you played the levels. Or you could take the maximum or
some weighted average or … You must decide what works best for your game.
You also must make sure your score is discriminating enough. Your game could be played by
hundreds of thousands of players. When your score is a number between 1 and 1,000 many, many
people will end up with the same score, which is not good. So make sure your score has a large
range. Also make sure players understand how they can increase their score and try to stimulate
them to do so. This will create replay value in your game.
Achievements are another way in which players can show to others how good they are. And
achievements also create replay value. After people have finished the game they might continue
playing to reach all achievements. Achievements can be based on the basic progress aspects of the
games (number of levels solved, the score reached, worlds that are unlocked) but you can also add
additional (funny) achievements. For example, you could maintain the number of block rotations in a
Tetris game and base an achievement on that. Or you can hide some items in your levels and create
achievements based on the player finding these items. You can also add achievements based on how
long the player has played the game or on how many times he failed. You can even use the
descriptions of the achievements to give some hints about hidden levels or items in your game. For
example, think of what it does to the player when there is an achievement that is labeled “Find the
Sword of Justice”. You might want to look at some of the best games on the iPhone to see what type
of achievements they use.
It is very important that the player will easily be able to see what achievements are available, what
she must do to achieve them, and when an achievement is reached. So you probably want to add a
separate screen to your game with all the achievements and indicate during the game play when
certain achievements are reached.
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Assets
Art and visual design
No matter how good the game play in your game is, without nice art and a good visual design there
is a big chance your game won’t get noticed. People decide whether to buy a game based on the
icon and the screenshots. So these better look good. Also when people see somebody else playing
they will normally remember the visuals.
This does not mean that art and visual design are only important for marketing. On the contrary, an
effective style of art can considerably enhance the game play experience and immerse the player in
the game world. And a good visual design will make the game clear and easy to play.
Realize that games on mobile devices are often played in bright day light. So it normally does not
work to make your game very dark. Instead use bright colors. Use a lot of contrast. Also, often a
“cute” style works well. Look at the top selling games and notice the graphics style they are using.
3D is mostly not very useful on these devices because the screens are too small to really immerse in
a 3D world. (Unless of course 3D is an essential element of the game play, like when racing through a
tunnel.) Moreover, 3D is difficult to achieve well in GameMaker. So you are strongly encouraged not
to use it for your game. Go for well-designed 2D sprites and backgrounds instead. (You can of course
also use isometric views or parallax scrolling.)
Sound and music
Sound and music are often not getting the attention in games they deserve. On the other hand,
games on mobile devices are often played in noisy environments, and many people switch off the
music or even all sound effects. So the work you put into this is not noticed by many players. But it is
important to put at least some effort into this to make it effective. Use a consistent style for the
sound effects and use background music that the player (and others) remembers. Make sure it
sounds good both with and without earphones. Also make sure the sound effects work with and
without background music.
You can cheaply buy many royalty free sound effects and music on the web, but this normally does
not lead to balanced sound. If you know somebody that can make these for you it is always better. If
you publish your game through YoYo Games we can create the sound effects and music for you so
you only need to put some placeholders in your game.
Fonts
Games normally contain some text, although you should try to keep that to a minimum. Make sure
you use a font that is consistent with the look and feel of the game. Also make it large enough such
that it is easy to read. A font size of at least 16 pts is recommended for the iPhone 4 Retina display
(depending on the type of font). Best test by making a screenshot on your PC and then uploading it
to the iPhone to check it out. The newest version of GameMaker (8.1) can create much nicer fonts
by using anti-aliasing. You should definitely use that.
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Make sure you have the rights to use the font in a commercial game. Many fonts are freely available
on the web or come with your computer software, but that does not mean you are allowed to use
them in a commercial game. When in doubt, don’t use it but get another one and be willing to pay a

little bit of money for it. There are many sites where you can find interesting fonts, like
http://www.dafont.com, http://www.fonts4free.net, or http://www.fonts101.com. They normally
list the license conditions and ways to contact the creator.

Polishing
Menu screens
A game is as good as its worst part. So you better make sure all aspects of your game are polished.
Your title screen should look beautiful as it is the first screen the player will see and you want to
make a good first impression. The menu structure should be logical and easy to navigate. Less is
better here. All screens should have a consistent style and layout and look beautiful. Don’t fall in the
trap of thinking that the options screen does not matter so much. If it does not look right people will
feel less positive about the game and considered it unfinished.
Don’t add many different options in the game. Because of the small size of the display you can only
fit a few buttons or switches on a screen. So only use the ones that are strictly necessary. Avoid
multi-level option screens. Players will normally not look at the options at all. So it is your
responsibility that the experience is optimal with the default settings.
Don’t forget to add a Credits screen. Leave some room here to also add the names of the people at
YoYo Games that help you with finishing, testing, and publishing your game.
Testing and tuning
An extremely important part of polishing is the play testing and tuning. This is not very easy on the
iPhone as you cannot change the game on the device. So whenever you want to change something
you have to create a new build and send it to your device before you can use it. Hence, you are
strongly recommended to add a test mode to your game such that you can change the important
settings during the game play. It is a bit of extra work to create this but you will win this back once
you are tuning the game.
Finding good testers is not easy. When you publish your game through YoYo Games we can do a lot
of the testing for you and provide you with feedback on all aspects of your game. Don’t think you
know things better than the testers. When testers report a problem it is a problem for them. So
don’t ignore it. If they think a level is too complicate, it is too complicated. If they think the buttons
are at the wrong place, they are at the wrong place. If they find the tutorial mode unclear, it is
unclear. So reserve enough time to be able to correct and change these aspects. This is difficult
because by this time you are probably fed up with your game. But it will make a huge difference.
Many games could have been so much better if they had spent a bit more time on testing and tuning.
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Implementation in GameMaker
Once you have an idea about the design of the game you need to implement it. There are a number
of (commercial) tools available for creating games for iOS, like GameSalad and Unity. Here we
assume you are going to use GameMaker. GameMaker is a tool to develop games for the PC that is
extremely easy to use, yet very powerful. It is much cheaper than other tools but way more powerful
(Currently US $39.99. You can buy it through http://store.yoyogames.com/browse?platform=9.) You
cannot directly create games for iOS and Android with GameMaker but you can publish your games
on such devices through YoYo Games. (See below under publishing.) YoYo Games has announced
that they do plan to publish a commercial version of GameMaker that can export games to iOS,
Android, HTML5, and other devices, but this will not appear before the beginning of 2012.

GameMaker
GameMaker is an integrated game development environment that runs on the PC (a somewhat
older version is also available on the Mac). It allows you to add and create animated sprites and
background images, add sound effects and fonts, define object behavior, and design rooms in which
the action happens. It is very easy to use because everything can be done using a drag-and-drop
interface in which you assign actions to events for objects. But GameMaker also has a full-blown
programming language incorporated with over a thousand functions that let you control every
aspect of your game. GameMaker is primarily meant for 2D games, but it also includes functionality
for 3D graphics.

The interface of GameMaker.
GameMaker is used all over the world by hundreds of thousands of amateurs, in schools, and by
professional game developers. Games created with GameMaker have won important prizes,
showing its power. You can download the free Lite version of GameMaker from the webpage
http://store.yoyogames.com/browse?platform=9 to get an idea of its possibilities. You will create
fascinating games in no time.
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Special constraints
Not every game created in GameMaker will automatically run on the iPhone or Android. You have to
take certain constrains into account (e.g. related to the screen size and controls) and some features
in GameMaker are unavailable on the iPhone (e.g. multi-player and windows related functions). All
of this is outlined below.

The Basics
First of all, use the most recent version of GameMaker, that is, use version 8.1. That makes it the
easiest for us to port the game to iOS (the operating system of iPhone, iPad, and iPod Touch) and
Android. You should develop your game on a PC. Because the PC is rather different from the iPhone
this might make it somewhat difficult to establish whether your game will work well on those
devices. We do not yet offer software to create builds for the devices yourself. Only when your game
is close to being finished and we are convinced we indeed want to publish it, we can create a build
for you for testing. See below under testing. (When you develop your game in close collaboration
with us, we can create builds earlier; see below.)
Use good programming and documentation style when you create your game. Preferably use scripts
and code and add plenty of comments. Give your resources and variables meaningful names and
preferably maintain a technical document that describes how your game actually works. Realize that
normally the people at YoYo Games will have to do some final changes in your code to make it work
correctly on the devices. Hence, it should be easy for them to understand your code. Keep the size of
your finished game to under 10-15 MB. Otherwise it will take long to load.
There are a number of features available in the iOS runner that are not available in the PC version of
GameMaker. For example, there is support for tilting and Game Center (online leader boards and
achievements). To use these you need an extension package YoYoGames_Extensions. This will be
regularly updated with new features. The calls in it do nothing on the PC though and are just
placeholders for the functions on iOS and Android (except for YoYo_Get_Platform). See the appendix
for an overview of the functions available. Once we have agreed to work with you on publishing your
game we will provide you with the most recent version of this extension package.

Graphics
Display resolution
The display of the new iPhone 4 has a resolution of 960x640 pixels (or 640x960 in portrait mode).
The older iPhone 3 has a resolution of 480x320. You are strongly advised to design your game for the
iPhone 4 resolution, that is, 960x640 pixels. When the game is then run on an older iPhone 3 it is
automatically scaled down to 480x320, so there is nothing you need to do for this. You will lose
some detail in the images but because the display is rather small, this is not a problem. (You anyway
should not put too much detail in the images because the pixels are very small on the iPhone 4.)
The iPad has a resolution of 1024x768, which is somewhat (but not too much) larger than the iPhone
4. To make your game work well for both the iPhone and the iPad you have a few options. When
your game has a small set of rooms we recommend that you create two versions of all rooms, one
set of size 960x640 and one of size 1024x768. Now create a first room. In this room place a single
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instance of a controller object. In its Create event we determine which room to go to. Place the
following code here:
{
if (YoYo_GetPlatform() == os_ios && YoYo_GetDevice() == 2)
room_goto(room_ipad_title)
else
room_goto(room_iphone_title);
}

Alternatively, you can use the following approach. Make all your rooms size 1024x768 (or larger
when scrolling is required). But make sure the important stuff is happening in the center in an area
of size 960x640. Now again create a first room. In this room place a single instance of a controller
object. In its Create event we are going to initialize some stuff. Place the following code here:
{
// Set the size of the display
globalvar DISPLAY_WIDTH, DISPLAY_HEIGHT;
if (YoYo_GetPlatform() == os_ios && YoYo_GetDevice() == 2)
{ DISPLAY_WIDTH = 1024; DISPLAY_HEIGHT = 768; }
else
{ DISPLAY_WIDTH = 960; DISPLAY_HEIGHT = 640; }
// Set the views in the rooms
room_set_view_enabled(room_title,true);
room_set_view(room_title,0,true,(1024 - DISPLAY_WIDTH) div 2,
(768 - DISPLAY_HEIGHT) div 2,DISPLAY_WIDTH,DISPLAY_HEIGHT,
0,0,DISPLAY_WIDTH,DISPLAY_HEIGHT,0,0,-1,-1,-1);
// Add views for the other rooms here
// Now go to the title menu room
room_goto(room_title);
}

So we first figure out the size of the display using some functions in the extension package, and next
set in each room the view correctly according to this size. Finally we go to the title/menu room in the
game and never return to this start room. (We will later put some more initialization code here.) Of
course you might have to adapt the arguments to the call to set the view dependent on the actual
sizes of your rooms, whether you need scrolling, etc. Also you will need to make some changes when
your game should run in portrait mode.
If in your game you want to put things in a particular location on the display you can always use
variables like view_xview[0] and view_wview[0] to determine the correct location.
Once you have done this you basically never have to worry anymore about whether your game runs
on an iPhone or iPad. We will then generate a “generic app” for the game that runs on both devices.
Android devices unfortunately do have all sorts of different resolutions. Our current advice here is to
not take this into account. Simply use the code above and as a result, on Android the game will use a
resolution of 960x640 and the runner will automatically scale this to the actual screen resolution.
This can give some small distortions when the aspect ratio is different but that is normally
acceptable.
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Tip. To get a better idea what your game will look like on an iPhone, create on the PC a view in your
room of the correct size and then use a viewport of size 480x320 or 320x240. This will give you a
scaled down image that is more the size of your mobile device. Alternatively, you can create some
screenshots (with F9) and send these to your mobile device to see what they look like. This will give
you much insight in e.g. the size of the sprites, fonts, amount of detail, etc.
Sprites, backgrounds, and tiles
You can use sprites, background images, and tiles the way you are used to in GameMaker (including
the use of color blending and alpha values). You cannot change background resources during game
play. You can though load sprite resources during game play. You can e.g. use this to show a series of
images without the need to put them all in the game (which would be using too much video
memory). Be careful though that all sprites you load will be stored in video memory. So you should
immediately delete a sprite you loaded when you don’t need it anymore. So to show a series of
images you would typically in code add a sprite resource from a file, display it, delete it, add a new
one, etc.
You should realize that sprites are far more optimized in the iOS and Android runner than the use of
backgrounds. Hence you are recommended to use backgrounds only as actual backgrounds in rooms
and for all other purposes use sprites. Although you can use tiles.
You can use particle systems and are recommended to use this rather than using many different
instances whenever possible. Particle systems are much, much quicker than using many instances,
even if those instances only have a create event. They are also much simpler to optimize if you need
even more performance out of them down the line.
Make sure that for all images, sprites and backgrounds you have the rights to use them in a
commercial game. It works best is your team creates all of these itself. If not, better make sure you
have printed, signed statements that you have the right to use them. It is normally better to pay for
them than to get them for free. In that way it is clearer that you indeed have the rights. We demand
excellent quality graphics. Your game must stand out among the competitions. Otherwise it will be
difficult to sell it.
Fonts
You can use the font mechanism provided in GameMaker. Best use the new possibilities in
GameMaker 8.1 to anti-alias your fonts. You will need rather large font sizes. Make sure you have
the rights to use the fonts in commercial games. This is not automatically the case with the fonts
that come with your machine or with e.g. Office.
Drawing shapes and 3D graphics
The drawing of shapes and 3D graphics are supported but these devices are somewhat limited in
their 3D capabilities. Also, 3D games in general do not work too well on small mobile devices. So you
are recommended to create 2D games or use an isometric view.
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Surfaces and room transitions
We do now support surfaces in the iOS runner. But realize that you only have a limited amount of
video memory. So you have to use them with care, and you are recommended not to use them
unless strictly necessary.

We do not support room transitions. So if you want room transitions, you have to do this yourself.
(E.g. you can put a black rectangle over the screen with a changing alpha value to fade-out or fade-in.
And you can use a moving view to let the room shift out or in.)
Texture sheets
On iOS and Android the sprites, background images, and fonts you use must be packed into texture
sheets. These are 1024x1024 images. Our system does this automatically for you. It is clever in the
sense that it crops the images by removing all transparent pixels around it. This does mean that no
image should by higher or wider than 1024 pixels! If you really need something larger, split it in
different images.
What you should also realize is that only 5 texture sheets are available. All your sprites, fonts, and
backgrounds must fit into this. So don’t use large sprite images or backgrounds unless this is strictly
necessary. Don’t use many different fonts and limit the range of characters to the ones you need.
Sometimes you can break up a large image into smaller ones that use less space. (E.g. when you
have a nice border around the play area don’t use one large image that is transparent in the center,
but split it up into four images.) Or you can reuse parts of the image at different places. When you
have a large animation, you might be able to use a single image for the stationary part and only a
large number of sub-images for the part that changes. (E.g. separate the feet from the rest of the
body for a walking animation.)
Currently it is not possible to load background during game play. So all backgrounds must be
included in the game itself, and must fit in the texture sheets. As indicated above you can load
sprites. But they must still fit in the video memory.
Speed considerations
When your game runs slow it is normally due either to the use of scripts or because you are drawing
a lot of images in each step. Concerning graphics, take the following into account:
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Use particles when possible.



If possible simply let GameMaker draw the instances by assigning the correct sprite to them.
If you draw the instances yourself by defining the Draw event this is normally slower (but
more flexible, so if you need it for your game, you should of course use it).



Try to avoid redrawing the same area multiple times. For example, you could put button
images already on the background image and only define a virtual key area (see below). And
if you have multiple layers of backgrounds or borders, only draw the parts that are actually
visible.



Split large images with a lot of transparent areas into sub-images that together are smaller.
E.g. if you have a border around your playfield, don’t use one large image that is transparent
in the middle but use four separate images instead. (Of course, don’t exaggerate. If you split
an image in 20 sub-images it will probably become slower again.



Avoid a lot of text (text drawing means the drawing of many separate images, one for each
letter).

Game Speed
You can set the speed of your game by changing the room speed for each room. The default in
GameMaker is 30 fps (frames per second) but 60 fps gives a much smoother gameplay and most
devices can handle this. On iPhone you should either use 30 or 60 fps. Don’t use any other values.
Initially put some code in your game to show the frame rate. This is extremely important for testing.
E.g. use something like:
draw_text(50,8,'FPS: ' + string(fps));

If your game does not need smooth moving items you best use a frame rate of 30 fps. In that way it
will most likely run well on all devices. But if 30 fps is not good enough, you are strongly
recommended to write your game in such a way that it works on both 30 and 60 fps. In your start
screen you can then set the speed with some code like this:
globalvar GAME_SPEED;
GAME_SPEED = 60;
if (YoYo_GetPlatform() == os_android)
GAME_SPEED = 30;
if (YoYo_GetPlatform() == os_ios && YoYo_GetDevice() == 0)
GAME_SPEED = 30;

This will set the speed to 30 on iPhone 3 and Android and to 60 on other devices. Now at the start of
each room you should set the correct room speed using some code like:
room_speed = GAME_SPEED;

But the difficult part is that everywhere in you code you must take this speed into account. So e.g.
you must make the speed with which the instances move dependent on the variable GAME_SPEED
and similar for animation speeds, particle motion, background scrolling, etc. This is a bit of additional
work but will pay off later. (Best think of speed in terms of pixels per second rather than pixels per
time step.)

Sound Effects and Music
Your game should preferably have some background music (looping) and sound effects. For
background music the iOS runner supports the playback of a single MP3. Simply add this as a sound
resource to your game (the runner will take it out of the game and stream it but you do not have to
be concerned with that). You can instead provide a MIDI file but, as we will convert that to MP3, you
better use MP3 yourself (in that way you can also be certain it sounds the way it was intended). Use
a file of at least a couple of minutes because otherwise the looping will become annoying.
For all other sounds and effects use WAV files. You should not use 3D sound or set any special
effects for the sound resource. Also, setting the volume in the resource window for the sound will
not work (currently). You can however use the function sound_volume() to set the volume of a
sound. (Ironically, the function sound_volume() currently actually does not work correct on the PC,
due to some bug.) Avoid playing too many sound effects at the same moment.
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Make sure you have the rights for all the sounds. Best have the sounds and music made specifically
for your game as in that way you are guaranteed that they sound correct together. (Check them
both with and without earphones. That will sound rather different.) If you cannot create the sounds

yourself, YoYo Games can do this for you. In this case, add some placeholder sounds and music in
the game. Create a list of all the required sound effects and where they occur first in the game. We
can then use our contacts to create the sounds (but we will only do this when the game is basically
finished and we are committed to publishing it). Because we will spend limited resources on this, it is
normally better to have you own sound designer/music composer.

Interface Control
iPhone and Android devices do not have a mouse, keyboard, or other input device. Hence you have
to carefully design the interface to your game. Globally speaking there are two different forms of
input: using your finger, and using tilt. Both are supported. To enable multi-touch we also
implemented a mechanism for virtual keys (see below).
Using your fingers
When you touch the screen of the device with your finger, mouse events are generated. So you will
normally only use mouse events in your game. You can use either the mouse events for the objects
or the global mouse events. Note that the position of the mouse event is the first place where the
finger touches the screen. Also, the mouse event will only be generated when a large enough
portion of the finger touches the screen.
The system will generate a Left Pressed event when you click the screen (and also Left Button and
Left Released events). When the time between two presses is very short, the system will assume
that this is a double click. To make it possible to react on double clicks it will, at the second press,
generate a Right Pressed event. So you can put actions in the Right Pressed event to handle double
clicks. However, when you want to react to all fast finger presses you must react to both the Left
Pressed and the Right Pressed event as you will otherwise miss certain finger presses! On these
devices it is common to react to the Mouse Pressed event and not to the Mouse Released event (as
you normally do on the PC).
Remember that your finger is rather large with respect to the screen size. As a result the user cannot
press positions very precisely. The maximal precision for the user is something like 80 pixels. So you
can only indicate 12x8 different positions on the screen. And when you must click on moving objects
or need quick reactions, the precision is even worse. Also, clicking close to the boundary of the
screen is difficult. Finally, realize that you cannot see what is happening below your finger (and the
rest of your hand). You need to take these things into account when designing your interface.
It is normally a good idea to make the clickable areas as large as possible. For example if you have
some buttons on a menu screen, make the clickable areas for the button much larger than the
button image. An easy way to do this is to create a larger sprite for the button with transparent
pixels around it (this will not cost extra video memory) and then in the collision mask, indicate that
you want to use the full image as bounding box and no precise collision checking.
Remember that you do not get any events when the finger does not touch the screen (contrary to
the PC). Also the mouse location is not updated in that case. So for example it is impossible to
change the visuals when the mouse is over some object. Mouse pointer indicators also make no
sense as they won’t move if you don’t touch the screen and they are hidden by your finger when you
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do touch the screen. On the PC you also get mouse events when you move the mouse out of the
game window. On iOS this obviously does not work, so don’t use it in your game.
You can only have one mouse. So mouse events do not handle multi-touch. If you hold your finger
on the screen, clicking at other locations does not generate events. So e.g. you cannot use mouse
events for buttons in a platform games (because you normally need to be able to jump while
running). For this you need to use virtual keys.
There is no built-in support for swipes. Swipes are a common way of controlling things on the iPhone.
You press your finger on the screen and then move it in a direction and release it. It is e.g. used for
scrolling through documents. You can however easily implement swipes yourself using the mouse
events. For example, you can store the mouse position in the global Mouse Pressed event and then
in the global Mouse Down event you can calculate the distance and direction of the swipe. At the
Mouse Release event you can then continue the movement. You might also count the steps during
the swipe to compute the speed of the swipe.
There is also no built-in support for the standard way of zooming (moving your fingers towards each
other or away from each other). This though cannot be simulated because multi-touch is not
supported. So if your game needs zooming you must provide a different mechanism.
Tip. Testing on a PC is easier when you have a touch screen because that simulates the interface of
the iPhone better. Alternatively, try to have a tablet for input. Using a mouse on a screen is much
harder than using your finger on an iPhone. You also might temporarily draw a big black disk at the
location of the mouse (this is the area your finger covers). This will help you establish whether the
interface works when you operate it with your finger.
Virtual keys
If it is important for your game that the player can touch different locations (e.g. buttons) at the
same moment, you can use virtual keys. A virtual key consists of a rectangular region on the screen
together with the corresponding virtual key code. When the player presses with his finger in that
region, keyboard events for the corresponding key are generated. You can define multiple regions
for the same or different keys. Regions are even allowed to overlap. The player can touch multiple
area and they will all generate events. So this makes it possible to e.g. touch both the left button and
the jump button at the same moment.
To add a virtual key area, use e.g.:
globalvar vk1,vk2;
vk1 = YoYo_AddVirtualKey(0,0,200,100,ord('Z'));
vk2 = YoYo_AddVirtualKey(0,DISPLAY_HEIGHT-100,200,100, vk_left);

You specify the top left corner of the region, it’s width and height, and the virtual key code. So this
example will create a virtual key for the letter Z at the top left of the screen and one for the left
arrow key at the bottom left corner. Note that the position is with respect to the screen, not the
room.
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Note that virtual key areas are not limited to the current room. Once defined, they will stay in place
throughout the game. This might not be what you want. For example, you might want different
areas on the menu screen. In this case you must delete the virtual key areas again. For that you can

use the values returned by the function (that is why we stored them in global variables). So at the
end of the room you can use the following code to get rid of them:
YoYo_DeleteVirtualKey(vk1);
YoYo_DeleteVirtualKey(vk2);

Virtual key areas make it easy to create effective interfaces. One problem though is that they won’t
work on the PC. But you can use the corresponding keys on the PC instead. Also remember that the
virtual key area does not have a visual representation on the screen. So you should draw a button or
some other indication at that location (but you might want to make the virtual key area considerably
bigger than the visual indication; that makes it easier to touch it correctly).
Sliding between virtual key areas does not work at the moment. The user must actually press them.
But this might be changed.
Using tilt
There is support for tilt in the iOS version of GameMaker. For this there are three functions in the
extension package: YoYo_GetTiltX(), YoYo_GetTiltY() and YoYo_GetTiltZ(). All of them return a value
between -1 and 1.
To test your game on the PC, you should create your own wrapper function to get the tilt. On the PC
it can look at the position of the mouse relative to the center of the screen. Make sure you add some
variable in your game that determines the strength of the tilt, that is, how much tilt is required for
certain motion in the game. Also create a test setting screen where you can change this variable. In
that way you can easily determine the correct value once you have a build of your game on the
iPhone.
Pop-up screens
We do not support any dialogs, like message boxes, queries for values, menu's, etc. Also we do not
support the standard dialogs on the iPhone, like the keyboard. So if you need these things in your
game you’ll have to create them yourself.
One way is to draw a transparent black rectangle on the room and then e.g. add some buttons on
top of that. Clearly, in this case you should have some paused variable in your game such that the
rest of your game knows that it should do nothing as long as the overlay is shown. Text input should
preferably be avoided in games altogether. Try to think of different interface techniques.
Note that the function screen_redraw() is not supported. Some people use this for overlays but it
will not work on the iPhone. So for example the standard mechanism to e.g. pause a game by, inside
code, redrawing the screen and then waiting for a mouse press, will not work.

Using Files
You game might want to read some data from text files (e.g. the levels) and store certain settings,
like the options, score, achievements, and progress in the game. To read fixed data from files you
can use text files. (Better don’t use binary files.) However, please note the following.
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Put the file(s) in a folder, for example called levels. To open the file you must provide the full path,
not a relative path. So to open the file levels1.txt, use something like:

var fname,f;
fname = working_directory+"\levels\levels1.txt";
if (!file_exists(fname)) exit;
f = file_text_open_read(fname);

Put only a single value (real or text) on each line. GameMaker can have some problems when
reading multiple values from a single line. So you code will typically look like:
level_description = file_text_read_string(f); file_text_readln(f);
level_kind = file_text_read_real(f); file_text_readln(f);

Don’t use reals with a decimal part as there can be some problem whether the decimal separator
should be a semicolon or a dot. Instead only use integers and divide e.g. by 1000 in your code if you
need fractions.
You cannot use the build-in functions or actions for loading and saving the game. So you will have to
create your own mechanism for this, storing only the most important values. To save data don’t use
text files but use ini files. Ini files are extremely easy to use and provide a great way to store settings,
scores, achievements, progress in the game, etc. Here is a typical example of the use of an ini file for
saving options:
{
ini_open('Settings.ini');
ini_write_real('Option','Music',option_music);
ini_write_real('Option','Sounds',option_sounds);
ini_close();
}

To load the options you would then use the following code:
{
ini_open('Settings.ini');
option_music = ini_read_real('Option','Music',true);
option_sounds = ini_read_real('Option','Sounds',true);
ini_close();
}

Please realize that people never quit a game on the iPhone. When you stop a game it is paused and
when you start it again it is normally continues. However, the device can end a paused game when it
e.g. runs out of memory. Hence, there is no natural moment when to store settings and game
progress. So your game should save this data whenever something changes. So e.g. save your
options when the player changed them, save the score and achievements whenever they change.
Save the progress after each level, etc. (Of course saving takes time so don’t do this while the game
is being played but e.g. at the end of a level or at a natural save point. It will mean that the player
might lose a little bit of progress when he stops but this is normally acceptable.)
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Tip. If you write game settings, like the options, the completed levels, etc. in an ini file make sure this
file is NOT part of the distribution. That is, do not create an initial version of this file. The reason is
that, when you later provide an update to your game, the ini file would be overwritten and the
player will lose all progress. Fortunately, the functions to read values from ini files allow you to
indicate the default value when the file or entry does not exists, so you can put the default values
there.

Scripts
You are strongly recommended to put most of your game logic in scripts. However, scripts, when
used wrongly, can also make your game slow down considerably. The scripting engine is fast but if
you use large scripts in Step or Draw event of many instances it can become slow. Here are some
tips on how to best use scripts in your game.
First of all, adopt good programming style. Give your scripts clear names. Use indenting and empty
lines to make your code readable. Add a lot of comments. In particular always indicate what
arguments the script takes (if any) and what it returns.
Variable use
Use variables with meaningful names. Carefully think about whether variables should be global
(define them with globalvar), local to the instance (don't declare them) or local to the script (declare
with var). Use variables local to the script whenever possible.
Creating and enlarging arrays is expensive (because of the memory allocation involved). Hence, for
arrays, try to use global variables and reuse them (maybe not good programming practice but a lot
faster). Also, initially fill them (from top to bottom!) such that they will have the correct amount of
memory allocated. So e.g. if you need an array that could become size 5000, in the start room use
the following code:
globalvar myarray;
var i;
for (i=4999; i>=0; i-=1)
myarray[i] = 0;

If you cannot use global variables, at least initialize them this way in the Create event of the
instance.
Script tips
Here are a number of tips related to the use of scripts:
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Don’t use the action to execute a script. This action is rather slow and there can be some
issues with parameter passing. Instead use the action to execute a piece of code, and in the
code simply call the script with the correct arguments.



Use constants instead of variable where you can. Constants are put in the code at compile
time so these are considerably faster.



Write code inline. Don’t put small pieces of code in separate scripts but put them in the
main code. Calling a script is somewhat expensive so avoid this for small pieces of code. (I
know this is not good programming practice so you might initially want to use separate
scripts but be prepared to change this in the end to speed up the code.)



When possible, use the built-in mechanism to deal with position updates and collisions.
Rather than updating the position in code and checking for collisions in code, you can set a
speed and use the events. Create sprites that can be drawn with the normal drawing
mechanism such that you avoid the use of code in the Draw event. (Of course this all
depends on how many instances you have. For your important objects you can of course use

all the code you need, but avoid that every wall segment or piece of debris flying around is
executing a lot of code.)


Don’t try to replace scripts with drag-and-drop. It is often not faster and it will make you
“code” harder to understand.



Try to limit the number of simultaneous instances in your game. Don’t do work for instances
that are not currently visible. By carefully programming your game you can often win a
considerable amount of speed.



Realize that players don’t mind waiting a little bit when the game or a level starts. So you
can use that moment to pre-compute a lot of stuff you need in the game.



Don’t use precise collision checking unless you have to.



Think about the algorithms you use. Often you can do things faster by rearranging orders,
storing certain data, etc. Often it is laziness that makes code slow. With a bit of extra work
you can get your code much faster. (But make sure it remains readable and only optimize
the parts that are actually executed a lot. It is a waste of time to optimize the code in the
Create event of an object that occurs only once in the game.)

Leader Boards and Achievements
A good game has leader boards and achievements. Leader boards store high scores or best times for
players. With mobile device it is normally not necessary to build a mechanism such that multiple
players can enter their names in leader boards. These devices are considered to be personal. So the
type of highscore lists that you normally see in GameMaker games, will not work (this functionality is
also not supported under iOS). It also saves you the trouble of letting people enter their name.
But there is a much better mechanism: Game Center. Game Center is available on all iPhones and
iPads (with iOS 4.0 or higher) and maintains world-wide leader boards for games online. It also
stores achievement and other nice stuff. (Game Center is not available on Android.)
We are also integrating OpenFeint. The next version of this document will give more information on
that.
Leader boards
A game can have multiple leader boards in Game Center. They must be set up for your game when
submitting it to Apple. YoYo Games will do this for you. What your game needs to do is the following.
First of all, you game must maintain one or more scores. Make sure you store them yourself (e.g.
using ini files). You cannot rely on the connections with Game Center to exist all the time and some
people will not have an account there. Make sure there also is a place to display the best score(s)
obtained so far. For example in the achievements screen (see below).
Next, in the start room, your game must establish the connection with Game Center, using the
following code:
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if (YoYo_AchievementsAvailable())
YoYo_LoginAchievements();

We check whether achievements (and leader boards) are available, and if so login into Game Center
to be able to upload them. Execute this code only once. Now whenever the player obtains a new
score (not necessarily a new high score) use the following piece of code.
if (YoYo_AchievementsAvailable())
YoYo_PostScore('LEADERBOARDID',thescore);

The leader board id string must be the same as entered when setting this up by YoYo Games. This
will be done in collaboration with YoYo Games. Because Game Center also stores the best score of
the day or week, you should also post scores when it is lower than the best score done by the player
so far (if this makes sense for your game).
Scores can also be times and you can use scores where lower is better. Realize that when a game is
played by hundreds of thousands of people it is best when people can reach many different scores,
to avoid that 100 people are sharing the top place. So a score should e.g. not be a number between
1 and 1,000 but a number between 1 and 1,000,000.
Achievements
It is also good if your game has a large number of achievements. People like achievements. So try to
create them (it is also nice to add some strange ones). Your game should maintain what
achievements have been reached (e.g. in an ini file). It should also contain a screen where you can
see all the achievements and which ones have been reached already.
Achievements must have an icon (Apple requires a 512x512 pixel icon for each one, even though it is
shown rather small; you should use smaller versions for display inside your game). They must have a
name (e.g. “Master Player”) and two descriptions, one for when you did not yet reach it (e.g.
“Collect 100 stars”) and one for when you reached the achievement (e.g. “You collected 100 stars”).
Finally you need to give it some points. Altogether you can distribute 1000 points over your
achievements, but you might want to leave a few hundred for extensions later. The achievement will
also have an id string that YoYo Games will decide on.
To use the achievements in Game Center you must again first login to it, as indicated above. Now to
add some achievements, use the following code. It assumes the achievement ids are stored in an
array as is whether they are reached. (You own code must handle this.)
var i;
if (YoYo_AchievementsAvailable())
for (i=0; i<achievement_count; i+=1)
if (achievement_reached[i])
YoYo_PostAchievement(achievement_id[i],100);

So it is pretty easy to do. The hardest part normally is maintaining the actual achievements and the
creation of the screen in which you show them in the game.

Unsupported Features
The following GameMaker features are not supported under iOS and Android and should not be
used:
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Loading most resources (backgrounds, etc.) during the game. Most resources must be part
of the game file and must fit in the 5 texture sheets.



Room transitions.



Functions that repaint the room or the screen, e.g. screen_redraw() and screen_refresh().
These are not supported.



Functions or actions for pop-up messages and questions, like show_message(), get_integer(),
etc.



The built-in high-score mechanism. Use your own mechanism and Game Center instead.



The built-in help system. As this uses separate windows it is not supported.



Actions or functions to show splash screens. Also don’t use the function to show an internet
page. Instead use the function YoYo_OpenURL(). If you want to make your game work both
on the PC and on iOS you can e.g. use something like this:
{
if (YoYo_GetPlatform() == os_win32 || YoYo_GetPlatform() == os_win64)
execute_shell('http://twitter.com/YoYoGamemaker','')
else
YoYo_OpenURL('http://twitter.com/YoYoGamemaker');
}



Multiplayer. If you want a multiplayer mode in your game, you must currently make both
players use the same device.



Any functions related to window handling.



The registry. Store settings in ini files instead.



Extension packages. (Also the ones that only use GML code.)



External DLLs. As these are PC specific they won’t work on other devices.



Execution of external scripts or external programs, using functions like execute_file,
execute_shell and execute_program etc.

Unsupported iOS features
There are a number of features in the iOS operating system that we do not support at the moment.
Some might be supported in the future, but do not count on them in your game. The following
features are among the ones not supported:
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Cameras
GPS and compass
Push notifications
Bluetooth or other connections between devices. So you cannot create multi-player games,
unless both player play on the same device (which can work pretty well on an iPad, but the
iPhone is a bit small for this).



In app purchases

Testing
Once your game is close to being finished it needs to be tested carefully, both for technical problems
and for playability. You should of course already do a considerable amount of testing yourself on a
PC. Some tips on testing have already been given throughout the text.
When YoYo Games has decided they want to publish the game, they will assist you further in the
testing by providing builds for you to test yourself and by extensive in-house testing in our offices. To
this end you must provide them with the editable version of your game and all the artwork, sounds,
and other files used.
Because the process of making a build and getting it on your mobile device is somewhat complicated,
you are strongly recommend to implement a special test mode in your game such that you can set
all important values from inside the game, can go to any level, etc. In this way we need less builds to
balance the game. (Obviously this needs to be removed from the final version).
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Publishing Your Game
Games created in GameMaker that are of high quality (both in terms of game play and art) and
follow the standards for iPhone games described above can be published by YoYo Games. In the past
five months YoYo Games published already more than ten different games on iPhone, iPad, Android
and PSP. Our goal is to publish in the near future at least one game per week.
Please realize that YoYo Games is rather selective in the games it publishes on these devices, so
following these guidelines does not mean that we will automatically publish your game. Game that
we publish must be of excellent quality, have beautiful visuals, be interesting for a large audience,
and must offer a large amount of game play.

Some games published by YoYo Games: Simply Solitaire, Karoshi, and They Need to be Fed.
YoYo Games can assist in the final polishing of the game, creates the builds for your games on these
devices, does Q and A (testing), handles the submission to Apple, and does all the marketing, using
its extensive network and contacts.

Getting your Game Published
Currently, if you have created an excellent game you can upload a PC version (possibly with some
more limited functionality) to the YoYo Games website (www.yoyogames.com). If the people there
like it, it will get high rating and YoYo Games will notice it and might ask you whether you are
interested in publishing it on mobile devices.
In the near future we will introduce a special mechanism for people that want to submit potential
candidates for publication to us. Realize that we want to publish at most one or two games a week.
We expect many more submissions than that. So make sure your game is completely finished and
stands out among the competition, to avoid disappointment.
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Working with us
Besides publishing games that are submitted to us, YoYo Games will work together with a limited
number of highly motivated developers from the design phase all the way to the publishing phase.
We advise these teams about design and technology issues, we help them find team members, we
provide them with early access to new version of the tools, and we assist them in the testing of the
games. We can deal both with (semi-) professionals and highly motivated amateurs in this way. If
you are interested in working with us in this way, you can contact Mark Overmars at

mark@yoyogames.com. Please include information about yourself, your plans, interests, and
experience. You need to provide a portfolio from which it is clear that you are indeed able to
produce high quality games in GameMaker. Realize that working with us in this way requires a
strong commitment from you that you will indeed be able to produce the game you plan to make in
a timely fashion.

Super Snake HD is the first game developed in direct collaboration
with the developers and will be published in June 2011.

Marketing
Having a great game is essential for success, but unfortunately not enough. Each day more than 50
new games are published on the App Store. Many are good, but only few become a real hit. Your
game has to become visible. Otherwise people will not buy it. There are a number of different ways
your game can become visible. YoYo Games will use its experience and networks to try to achieve
this, but it also requires some action from your side.
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Visibility in the App Store. It is important that your game is visible in the App Store. The first
way potential buyers see your game is the icon and name among a lot of other icons. So
your icon (and name) is essential for the success. It needs to stand out and invite people to
click on it. Next it needs an exciting description, keywords, and beautiful screen shots.
Screen shots are an essential element to make people buy the game. YoYo Games will help
creating all these assets.



Being Featured. Every week Apple features a number of games in the App Store. Being
among those helps the initial sales considerably. (In different countries there are different
lists of featured games.) If being featured leads to enough sales your game will appear on
the lists of most popular games (in particular genres). This will again stimulate other people
to buy the game. If you manage to get to the higher places in the lists this way (e.g. top 20)
your game tends to stay there for a long time. When many people buy the game, the game
will get many rating and reviews and, assuming these are good, this will lead again to
additional sales. YoYo Games will use its contact to try to get your game features, but in the
end this is Apple’s decision. The best way to get featured is to make a great game that the
people at Apple like and feel appropriate for a large audience.



Websites, tweets, blogs, etc. The more people write about your game the more well-known
it becomes. There are lots of websites and blogs that write about new iPhone apps. And
there are some people that tweet about them to many followers. It helps if you can get your
game reviewed at these sites. Unfortunately, that is not easy as these sites get many
requests for reviews. YoYo Games sends out press releases for all games that we publish and
has contacts with some of these sites. The good quality of all games we publish, this
increases the chances of your game being reviewed. Many of the games we publish get very
high ratings.



Using our player community. Because we publish many games we can cross-publicize the
games. In each game we require a button that brings the player to our mobile store where
they can buy all the other games we publish. Also we advertise the games among the huge
community of GameMaker users.



Social networks. We are currently working on new mechanisms to market the games
through social networks. In particular we are currently setting up collaboration with
OpenFeint, that has a network of tens of millions of players. We will integrate their system in
our iOS runner such that your game can easily access it, making it possible for the players to
recommend your game to friends, post about it on FaceBook, etc. We plan to include this in
all future games (and a number of existing ones).



Other forms of viral marketing. An important reason for people to buy a game is that some
friend told them that it is a great game. Once your game has reached a large enough
audience people will start recommending it to others (if they like it). This process is hard to
influence, but one thing you can do is make sure the games stays in people’s minds. This
means you must make sure they keep playing it. So the more content your game has the
better. Also it helps to regularly produce updates of your games that contain additional
content. All popular games do this. Because of the new content people will start playing the
game again and, hence, will again tell others about it.

Localization
Not all people understand English well. It will help the sales of your game if your game (and the
description text) is localized to different languages. In particular German, French and Spanish are
important as these represent large markets. (Chinese and Japanese would also be great but
GameMaker currently does not support these character sets.) So you are recommended to create
your game in such a way that the player can choose the language for the game. The localization of
the descriptions YoYo Games can do for you.
Free version
Sometimes it can help to produce a free Lite version of your game. However, you must be careful
here. Many sales on iPhone are impulse sales. Because the games are so cheap people simply buy
something if it looks nice. But when a free version is also available they will download the free
version instead, play it for a while, and then move to another game again.
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So you must make sure the Lite version is such that it strongly stimulates people to buy the full
version. It should contain enough content to get them hooked on the game but too little to get them
satisfied. This is a difficult balance to strike. If you just put the first few levels in the free version

people might get the feeling that the game does not contain much depth. If you put more varied
levels in the free version (including later ones with other features) they will see that the game
contains a lot but they might have the feeling that have already seen it all. Moreover, when they
have difficulty with the later levels of the free version they probably will not buy the full version as
they will be afraid it will be too difficult for them. But the reverse is also true. If the Lite version is
too easy they will consider the full version to be too easy as well.
Another option is to create a free version with advertisement in it. In this way you will earn income
from the players that play the free version. And those that don’t like the ads buy the full version. If
you want to make money from the ads it is important that many people play the game for a long
period of time and keep coming back to the game. This normally does not work for games with a
quick adrenaline rush. It works better for games with a slow pace, because that also will give people
the opportunity to click on the ads. If you want to use the ads to actually stimulate people to buy the
ad-free version, you should preferably put them in annoying places (but be careful, if people really
get annoyed, they will stop playing the game altogether). Ad banners have a size of 640x104 so you
must design your game such that there is room for this.
Updates
It is possible to regularly publish updates of your game. This can be used to correct bugs in your
game, but don’t rely on this. It takes about two weeks for an updated version to be available to the
public so if your game contains a serious bug you have lost all players in the meantime and you will
never get them back. Also, your game will in general be judged by the initial version. So that version
better be good. Finally, realize that when you bring out an update, all reviews and ratings will be lost
(they can still be seen but that requires extra actions from the user). This is good when the reviews
were bad, but games without reviews are normally bought a lot less.
You can also use updates to add new content to your game. This is an extremely important
mechanism. As indicated above, it is crucial that people keep playing your game and keep telling
others about it. By regularly providing an update with additional levels you keep people playing. You
are strongly recommended to design your game with this in mind. Don’t use all the great features
you thought up in the first release. You might already want to implement them but simply don’t use
them in the initial set of levels. This will make it a lot easier to produce additional sets of levels with
interesting new features. Also design your level selection mechanism in such a way that you can
easily add new levels. A good way for this is to split your levels in worlds. An update can then add
one or two extra worlds with levels to the game.

Preparing your Game for Publication
There are a couple of things you need to do/create to help us publish and market your game.
Name and description
You game obviously needs a name. It is best to discuss this early with YoYo Games as names will
often also appear in the artwork inside the game. A good name is extremely important as it is,
together with the icon, the only information that is initially visible of your game. So it must invite
potential customers to click on your game for further inspection. There are a number of rules names
should follow and YoYo Games will advise you on this.
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The game also needs a description and some keywords. YoYo Games will help in creating these but
it of course helps if you have your own ideas about this as well.
Required artwork
Some artwork is required to publish your game. First of all we need an icon. This is probably the
most important piece of art as it is the first thing potential buyers will see. It is worth spending a
considerable amount of time on this. YoYo Games can assist here and will need to approve the final
icon. You will need the icon in a number of different sizes (36x36, 48x48, 57x57, 72x72, 114x114 and
512x512 in png format).
Secondly you need to provide screenshots. This can be normal screenshots of the game in action but
it works better if these are specifically designed. Check out some of the popular games to get an idea.
It is one of the most important aspects that make people decide to buy a game. In particular the first
two are crucial. There can be up to 5 screenshots. We need them in different sizes (480x800 for
Android, 640x960 for iPhone, and 768x1024 for iPad).
Achievement icons required for submission must be pgn files of size 512x512. Also a high resolution
logo is required for advertising and featuring, preferably in vector format. Finally we require some
further store art. This will be discussed further when the game is ready to be published.
Free version with advertisement
We might (also) want to publish a free version of your game that contains advertisement. For some
types of games, more money can be made from advertisements than from application sales. The
standard form of ads is banners that have a size of 640x104 pixels. It is useful to already design you
game in such a way that there is room for these ads. So make sure that some area at the top or
bottom of your screens can be overwritten with an ad, without causing problems. (Ads will appear
on all screens, you cannot restrict them to certain rooms!). You can switch ads on or off at the
beginning of your game, e.g. in the script we already used before to set the display size. For example,
to display ads in the center at the bottom of the screen, you can include the following code:
globalvar ADS_SHOW;
ADS_SHOW = true;
if (ADS_SHOW)
YoYo_EnableAds(DISPLAY_WIDTH div 2 - 320,DISPLAY_HEIGHT-104,640,104,30);

The last argument indicates after how many seconds the ad refreshes. This must be set to 30
seconds. Note that we also set a variable such that the rest of your code knows whether ads are
shown. You can make this more elaborate. For example, you might not want to show ads during the
first 10 minutes of game play.
Mobile store and ratings
We maintain a mobile store that can be accessed from the mobile devices. This contains all the
games we have published. We demand each game to have a button on the menu screen to give
access to this store. In this way we cross-advertise the games. The button should execute the
following code when clicked:
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if (YoYo_GetPlatform() == os_win32 || YoYo_GetPlatform() == os_win64)
execute_shell('http://m.yoyogames.com','')
else
YoYo_OpenURL( 'http://m.yoyogames.com' );

It is also good if your game stimulates the players to rate the game. But only do this if they have
already played the game for some reasonable long period of time, to make sure they like the game.
For this you can use the following function:
YoYo_LeaveRating('It seems you like this game. Why not give it a rating.',
'Rate Game','No thank you', URL_on_Yes );

The url will be provide by YoYo Games once we have set the game up for submission. You can of
course also create your own screen for this and call the appropriate url. Make sure you will only
show it once. Otherwise you will annoy the players.
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Reading More
Here are some books I recommend you to read about designing games:
Jesse Schell. The Art of Game Design. Morgan Kaufman Publishers, 2008, ISBN 978-0-12-369496-6.
This books lets you look in 100 different ways at your game. It challenges you to ask many questions
about your game design. I consider this a must-read for game designers.
David Perry, Rusel DeMaria. David Petty on Game Design. Charles River Media,2009 , ISBN 978-158450-668-3.This is a crazy book, meant for brainstorming about game design. It provides lists of
hundreds of possible weapons you could use, ways to die, goals in the game, etc. If you have no idea
of what game to design, this should inspire you.
Ernest Adams. Fundamentals of Game Design, Second Edition. New Riders, 2010, ISBN 978-0-32164337-7. A good overview of all the different aspects of game design. In particular contains chapters
about the game design aspects of many genres of games.
Jacob Habgood, Mark Overmars. The GameMaker’s Apprentice. Apress, 2010, ISBN 1-59059-615-3.
An introductory book in the use of GameMaker and the basic aspects of game design. Will probably
be too elementary when you are already an experience game developer.
Jacob Habgood, Nana Nielsen, Martin Rijks. The GameMaker’s Companion. Apress, 2010, ISBN 9781-4302-2826-4. The follow-up on the previous book, discussing more advanced aspects of
GameMaker and containing a lot of information about storytelling and game art.
Also I recommend you to read many of the featured articles on www.gamasutra.com.
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Final Words
Designing games is great fun. Designing effective games for mobile devices gives a special
satisfaction because you have to deal with (and exploit) the limitation of these devices. Creating
your game with GameMaker is a rewarding experience. And it is wonderful to hold an iPhone in your
hand with your own game running on it.
You probably won’t get it perfectly right the first time. So listen to comments and learn from them,
and try again. There is no recipe for success but if you keep trying and put your heart into it you will
eventually create great games.
We hope this article was helpful and will stimulate you to create great games for mobile devices
using GameMaker. If you have comments or suggestions for improvement, please mail them to
mark@yoyogames.com. We will regularly create an updated version of this article including
additional tips and new features we make available.
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Appendix A: YoYoGames_Exensions
The YoYo Games extension package adds a number of functions for use on iOS and Android. These
functions do nothing when run on the PC, except for YoYo_GetPlatform(). Here is a brief description
of the functions available:
Platforms and devices
YoYo_GetConfig()
Returns the build configuration. Currently this is either the string "YOYO_PAID" or
“YOYO_FREE”.
YoYo_GetPlatform();
Returns the platform we are running on. Currently one of the following:







os_win32
os_win64
os_macosx
os_psp
os_ios
os_android

YoYo_GetDevice();
Returns the device type. Normally the result is 0. It is 1 for retina devices, that is iPhone 4,
4th generation iPod Touch, etc. For iPad it returns 2.
Dealing with virtual keys
YoYo_AddVirtualKey( x,y, width, height, keycode );
Adds a new virtual key area. Returns the handle for the particular virtual key area, which you
need when e.g. deleting it.
YoYo_DeleteVirtualKey( handle );
Deletes the virtual key area with the given handle.
YoYo_ShowVirtualKey( handle );
On the device only
YoYo_HideVirtualKey( handle );
Dealing with Game Center
YoYo_AchievementsAvailable();
Returns whether or not online leader boards and achievements are available.
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YoYo_LoginAchievements();
Should be called once at the start of the game.
YoYo_LogoutAchievements();
We never use this.
YoYo_PostAchievement( achievementname, percentage_complete);
Posts an achievement. The name should be a string and be the same as entered in Game
Center. We normally only use a percentage of 100.
YoYo_PostScore( scoreboardname, score );
Posts a score to the score board with the indicated name (a string).
Dealing with Ads
YoYo_EnableAds( x,y, width, height, update_freq );
Enables ads in the given area on the screen. The update frequency gives the number of
seconds before the ad is refreshed. The width and height should be 640x104 and the update
frequency should be set to 30.
YoYo_DisableAds();
Best never use this.
Tilting
YoYo_GetTiltX()
Returns a value between -1 and 1.
YoYo_GetTiltY()
Returns a value between -1 and 1.
YoYo_GetTiltZ()
Returns a value between -1 and 1.
Miscellaneous
YoYo_OpenURL( url );
Opens the browser with the indicated url (a string)
YoYo_LeaveRating( Message_text, Yes_text, No_text, URL_on_Yes );
Asks whether the user want to rate the game. You provide the message text, the Yes button
text and the No button text, and the url that should be opened when the player presses Yes.
(This must be the url for the app in the App Store.)
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YoYo_EnableAlphaBlend( true/false );

Whether to allow truly opaque rendering. Default this is in. If you do not need it you can
switch this off to speed up the game.
YoYo_GetTimer();
A high resolution timer (also works on windows). You can e.g. use it to do frame rate
compensation.
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